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Recommended 

Prerequisite:  The instructor uses his or her discretion in determining which students 
participate.  Students should demonstrate a desire to learn to sing/play, 
develop self-discipline, and strong cooperative skills.  Experience in 
playing an instrument is desirable but not mandatory. 

 
Recommended 
Textbook:  None 
 

Course Overview:   Stage Band is an introductory course focused on music performance. 
Instrumentation includes but is not limited to guitar, bass, keyboard, 
vocals, drum set and percussion. Students learn modern musical forms 
and compositions from rock, pop, soul and jazz. This class encourages 
self-expression and creativity through composition and improvisation. 
Performance participation is a requirement of the class. 
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Unit 1: Rudiments of Music        (9-10 weeks) 
 
STANDARDS 
MU:H.Cr1, MU:H.Cr2, MU:H.Cr3.1, MU:H.Cr3.2, MU:H.Cr5 
 
A. Through this unit students will become familiar with melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic 
 notation; improvisation; composition; and three or more chord accompaniments in a 
 variety of patterns. Students will utilize standard music notation to articulate and 
 perform music. Music related vocabulary and technique includes: quarter notes and 
 rests, eighth notes and rests, half notes and rests, whole notes and rests, time signatures, 
 dynamics, legato, marcato, crescendo and decrescendo. Students will synthesize their 
 knowledge through personal and group critiques through teacher-provided criteria to 
 improve, and refine simple melodies and chordal accompaniments for given melody. 
 Students will have formative and summative assessment performances through the unit. 
 
B. An example of an assignment from this unit is for students to notate by dictation, two  
 measure phrases in 2/4, 3/4, or 4/4 (one per day) that utilizes  a variety of notes and rests 
 (see vocabulary above) in various patterns. Students will listen to the rhythm and notate 
 the two measure phrase using standard music notation. Students will notate 10 rhythms 
 (about two weeks) before rhythms are collected and assessed. Rhythms can vary in 
 challenge as the students progress in understanding and articulation. This assignment 
 addresses students’ ability to develop and use standard music notation to notate 
 rhythmic ideas. 
 
Unit 2: Form and Composition        (9-10 weeks) 
 
STANDARDS 
MU:H.Cr1, MU:H.Cr2, MU:H.Cr3.1, MU:H.Pr5, MU:H.Pr6, MU:H.Re7.1, MU:H.Re8, 
MU:H.RE9, MU:H.Cn10, MU:H.Cn11 
 
A. Students learn fundamentals of harmony and chord progressions (e.g. triads, seventh 
 chords, I, IV and V chord progressions, etc.). Perform with expression and technical 
 accuracy individual performances of a varied repertoire of music that includes melodies 
 and chordal accompaniments, demonstrating sensitivity to the audience and an 
 understanding of the context (such as social, cultural, or historical). Students will be able 
 to relate music to societal, cultural, and historical contexts when creating, performing, 
 and responding. Students will continue to select, develop and use standard notation to 
 document melodic and rhythmic, and harmonic ideas for drafts of melodies over 
 specified chord progressions or AB/ABA forms and two-to-three chord accompaniments 
 for given melody. Students will self assess to critique, improve, and refine drafts of 
 melodies created over specific chord progressions. Students will have formative and 
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 summative assessment performances and assess through personal reflection using 
 teacher-provided criteria. 
 
B. An example of an assignment from this unit is to have students learn the form and 
 structural chords for a 12 bar blues. Students will play the 12 bar blues for an informal 
 assessment. This concept teaches students the basics of harmonic structure and chord 
 progression. 
 
Second Semester-Course Content 
 
Unit 3: Fundamentals of arrangement, orchestration and improvisation  (9-10 weeks) 
 
STANDARDS 
MU:H.Cr1, MU:H.Cr2, MU:H.Cr3.1, MU:H.Pr4.2, MU:H.Pr5  
 
A. Students learn tips for improvisation like pentatonic scales, modes and blues scales. 
 Students learn musical techniques such as sequence, variation, phrasing and articulation 
 to use appropriate terminology to discuss and critique personal performance, 
 performances of their peers and recorded musical selections. Develop and apply criteria 
 to critique individual and small group performances of a varied repertoire of music that 
 include melodies, improvisations, and chordal accompaniments in a variety of patterns. 
 Students will  create rehearsal strategies to address performance challenges and refine 
 the performances. Students will be assessed by performance ready compositions from 
 varied genre that can be evaluated and assessed by students and teachers. 
 
B. An example of an assignment from this unit is to have a student improvise over a 12 bar 
 blues while other students accompany. This assignment showcases student 
 understanding of use of scales and patterns and melodic fragments in improvisation. 
 Additionally, all students will be assessed in their ability to accompany the soloist. 
 
Unit 4: Modern Music History       (9-10 weeks) 
 
STANDARDS 
MU:H.Pr4.1, MU:H.Pr4.2, MU:H.Pr4.3, MU:H.Pr5, MU:H.Pr6, MU:H.Re7.1, MU:H.Re7.2, 
MU:H.Re9, MU:H.Cn11 
 
A. Students will learn and perform music from various genres (rock, pop, soul, and jazz). 
 Students should be able to explain the influence of societal, cultural, and historical 
 contexts for songs from above genres when creating, performing, and responding. 
 Furthermore, students will explain the influence of experiences and contexts (personal, 
 social,  and cultural) on the interest in and evaluation of a variety of music repertoire. 
 Students will be able to describe and compare how the elements of music are 
 manipulated and how the knowledge of the context (social and cultural) informs the 
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 response of the audience and musicians. Students will be assessed through a summative 
 concert performance of different music genres. 
 
B. An example of an assignment from this unit is a written assignment where students will 
 categorize songs from a variety of different genres (pop, soul, rock, and jazz) using 
 audio samples. Students will use music and contextual language to state the reasoning 
 for their choice in one to two sentences. This assignment will also be fused with student 
 engagement and discussion amongst peers. This assignment helps students to recognize 
 the difference between different music genres. 
 


